As the inspectors left, the scraper operators were told to
resume work {Trr 152).
Anaya described his scraper's brakes as "good" on flat ground
(Tr. 131).
Jerome Connor, contestant's shift supervisor, indicated the
inspection of the scrapers took 30 minutes (Tr. 121) .  The
vehicles were stopped where they were inspected.  The retarders
were inoperative and there was some problem with the quick release
air valve on the brakes (Tr. 122, 126).  No citations or orders
were issued when they concluded the inspection of the scrapers.
Connor first heard about the citations about 4 p.m.  This was
after the scrapers had been returned to work (Tr.  123, 124).
Connor had tested the brakes several times.  Prior to
Wolford's inspection Connor had received no complaints concerning
inadequate brakes (Tr. 125).
Connor told Wolford that the retarders were not the main
braking system (Tr. 127).
George Kelly, an employee of Southwest Kenworth, is familiar
with retarders.  Except for some warranty work in 1976, he has had
no relationship with contestant.  Engine and transmission
overheating are fairly common equipment problems.  Retarders are
disconnected to alleviate the overheating {Tr. 107-111, 113).
Kelly recommends retarders be disconnected if the scrapers are on
level ground (Tr.  Ill).
Retarders will not stop a Terex scraper.  The retarders,
useful at higher RPMs, are almost useless at lower RPMs (Tr. 112),
It retards the engine and the speed of a scraper on steep grades
(Tr. 114).
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The Terex brake system consists of an air compressor, four
air chambers/ a foot pedal which operates an air valve and two
brake shoes on each wheel (Tr. 116).
If a Terex was moving at 15 miles per hour a retarder could
reduce its speed ten per cent (Tr. 116) .
Kenneth Evans, contestant's mine superintendent, was familiar
with heavy equipment as well as retarders (Tr. 100-103).  The
retarder's function is to help the engine slow down so it will not
overspeed (Tr. 104).
Retarders have always overheated the 35E units.  if used
correctly the retarders reduce the RPMs (Tr. 106-107).

